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We’re Allsteel. Our products 
and services turn insights 
into action and solutions into 
lasting success.

Established
in 1912

Allsteel HQ is 
located in 

Muscatine, Iowa

members worldwide

Allsteel is part of HNI Corporation, 
a leading global office furniture 
manufacturer in North America

dealers
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Allsteel works to demystify the office planning process by helping customers align their 

workplace strategy with their business strategy. With an extraordinarily accessible team 

of partners and a highly adaptable portfolio of furniture and movable walls, Allsteel 

addresses customers’ needs across the entire workplace – today and tomorrow.
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Seating
Task

#19®

Acuity®

Mimeo®

Relate®

Lyric™
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Access™

Quip™

Trooper® 
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Summit®

Recharge™

Park™

Co|Ho™



#19 features enhanced ergonomics, including 
Tria™ seat technology, adjustable Plexus™ lumbar 
system, Avatar™ balanced motion, and VenTech™ 

back material. 

Choose from arms or armless. Available in a 
range of upholsteries and finishes.

#19®

Silver Frame
Task Chair

List Price:

Contract Price:

$2,445

$953.55

Acuity features intuitive controls and AcuFit® 
ergonomics, which automatically adjust to the 
user as they move throughout the day.

Choose from multiple arm options and optional 
upholstered jacket. Available in a range of 
upholsteries and finishes. Offering includes task 
and side chair.

Mesh Back
Task Chair

Task Chair w/  
Leather Jacket

Armless 
Task Chair

Side Chair

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,790

$751.80

$2,981

$1,252.02

$1,652

$693.84

$755

$317.10

Acuity®

Mimeo is light-scale and cross-functional. Its 
IntelliForm™ back technology and weight-
activated motion provide consistent contact as 
users change postures. 

Choose from multiple arm options. Available in a 
range of upholsteries and finishes.

Mimeo®

Task Chair Armless 
Task Chair

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,290

$541.80

$1,111

$466.62

Relate features advanced ergonomics, including 
a pivoting back, Quick Tension™ lever, and Body 
Adaptive Control™. 

Choose from multiple arm options, mid- or 
high-back styles, and mesh or upholstered back. 
Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes. 
Offering includes mid- and high-back task chairs 
and stools, side chair, and four-legged stool.

Task Chair Task Stool Side Chair Four-legged Stool

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,391

$584.22

$1,862

$782.04

$667

$280.14

$993

$417.06

Relate®

Task Stool

$1,559

$654.78

Charblack Frame
Task Chair

$2,445

$953.55
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List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

Mesh Back
Task Stool

ESS-MWNO

Lyric offers a comprehensive family of seating 
with a clean, streamlined aesthetic. 

Choose from multiple arm options and mid- 
or high-back styles. Available in a range of 
upholsteries and finishes. Offering includes task 
chair and stool, side chair, multi-purpose chairs, 
and large and tall task chair.

Lyric™

Scout features intuitive adjustability and durable, 
high-quality construction. 

Choose from multiple arm options and 
suspension mesh or upholstered back. Available 
in a range of upholsteries and finishes.

Mesh Back
Task Chair

Upholstered Back
Task Chair

Armless
Task Chair

Task Stool

$877

$342.03

$1098

$428.22

$698

$272.22

$1,305

$508.95

Scout®

Access is available in Synchro-tilt or Basic Synchro 
models, with ergonomic features standard on 
both. 

Choose from multiple arm options, mesh 
or upholstered back. Available in a range of 
upholsteries and finishes.

Access™

Quip balances an expressive look with a 
comfortable sit. External lumber available.

Choose from multiple arm options. Available in a 
range of upholsteries and finishes.

Task Chair Task Stool

$562

$236.04

$593

$249.06

Quip™

Task Chair Task Stool Side Chair Multi-Purpose
Chair

$837

$351.54

$1,138

$477.96

$518

$217.56

$370

$155.40

Mesh Back
Task Chair

Upholstered Back
Task Chair

Upholstered Back
Task Stool

$929

$362.31

$1,233

$480.87

$1044

$407.16

$1,336

$521.04
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List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

People are moving around the workspace to 
get work done, and the conference room or 
shared bench has become the home away from 
home. But little time is spent adjusting the chair 
for comfort. With intuitive controls, automatic 
weight-activated tension, and enhanced, long-
term comfort Evo is a task chair for wherever and 
however people work.

Evo™

Svelte is a modern, multi-functional office chair 
that brings refined, yet affordable, sophistication 
across a variety of applications. Slim, tailored 
styling allows Svelte to naturally fit within the 
modern office.

High Back, Arms, & 
Channel Stitch

$1,175

$493.50

Svelte™

Retreat Executive | Conference seating extends 
premium comfort throughout meeting and 
private office spaces with its iconic design known 
from the Retreat lounge collection. The soft, 
organic shape of Retreat speaks to multiple 
generations of leaders, while creating a timeless 
and cohesive aesthetic that does not overwhelm 
the space or user.

Retreat™

Co|Ho is a versatile, lounge chair that supports 
both individual and collaborative work across a 
wide variety of settings. The combined light scale 
and flexibility offers users choice to concentrate 
or collaborate comfortably.

Co|Ho Tablet Arm

$1,579

$773.71

Co|Ho

Task Mesh High 
Back Chair

$1,023

$429.66

Mid-Back

$1,850

$906.50
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DWW-MHWNO RETECMS

SVUH-CHLNO CHULNOLDW1
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List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

Trooper offers an unmatched combination of 
strength, comfort, and ergonomic controls.

Choose from arms or armless, mid- or high-
back, and three control options. Offering 
includes mid- and high-back task chairs, task 
stool, and large and tall task chair.

Trooper®

Clarity offers a clean aesthetic and adaptive 
comfort, with a hidden motion recline 
mechanism. 

Choose from arms or armless and optional 
upholstered jacket. Available in a range of 
mesh colors and frame finishes. Offering 
includes task, guest, and lounge chair options.

Task Chair Task Chair w/ Leather 
Jacket

Guest Chair Lounge Chair

$950

$465.50

$1,220

$597.80

$896

$439.04

$1,450

$710.50

Clarity®

Featuring ergonomic TriFit™ technology and a 
reclining back, Inspire moves with you to reduce 
pressure points and minimize fatigue. 

Choose from arms or armless, optional back and 
seat cushions, and casters or glides. Offering 
includes five-star base task chair and stool, four-
legged and sled-based stacking chairs, four-
legged stool, and tablet arm stacking chairs.

Inspire®

Quickly transform and re-purpose a space 
with the flexible, lightweight Seek chair. It 
conveniently folds, nests, and stacks, freeing 
up valuable space.

Choose from mesh or polymer back, arms or 
armless, optional seat cushion, and casters or 
glides. 

Mesh Back Chair w/ 
Glides

Mesh Back Chair w/
Casters

Polymer Chair w/ 
Glides

Polymer Chair w/ 
Casters

$810

$315.90

$810

$315.90

$607

$236.73

$607

$236.73

Seek®

Mid-Back
Task Chair

High-Back
Task Chair

Large & Tall
Task Chair

Task Stool

$1,243

$447.48

$1,352

$486.72

$2,832

$1,019.52

$1,450

$522

Stacking Chair w/ 
Glides

Tablet Arm 
Stacking Chair

Five-Star
Task Chair

Four-legged 
Stool

$537

$209.43

$738

$287.82

$721

$281.19

$888

$346.32
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C5OMFC C5OUFC C4OMFC CLOMFC K-MUGOSNO K-MUCOSNO K-PPGOSNO K-PPCOSNO
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List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

Multi-functional chair that is lightweight and easy 
to move. Stacks up to 10 high. 

Available in a range of shell and leg colors. 
Offering includes four-legged and sled-based 
chairs, lounge chair, stools, and tables.

Vicinity™

Take-5 is a multi-purpose seating solution that 
stacks up to six high. Optional upholstered seat 
cushion. 

Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes. 
Offering includes sled-based chairs and stools.

Stacking Chair Stacking Chair w/ 
Seat Pad

Stool Stool w/ 
Seat Pad

$936

$458.64

$1,085

$531.65

$999

$489.51

$1,147

$562.03

Take-5™

Tolleson is a versatile chair that stacks up to five 
high for convenient storage. 

Choose from arms or armless, square or keystone 
back. Available in a range of upholsteries and 
frame finishes.

Tolleson

Nimble offers a contoured, 100% recyclable 
polymer shell and stacks up to 12 high on the 
floor and 36 high on optional cart.

Choose from three glide options. Available in a 
range of colors.

Nimble®

Four-legged Stacking 
Chair

Sled-based
Stacking Chair

Upholstered Back
Lounge Chair

Counter-height Stool

$384

$188.16

$433

$212.17

$1,493

$731.57

$542

$265.58

Square Back Chair Armless Square Back 
Chair

Keystone Back Chair Armless Keystone 
Back Chair

$603

$217.08

$548

$197.28

$603

$217.08

$548

$197.28

Se
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Stacking Chair

$220

$79.20

CSG-PGANO CSL-PGANO CLG-UGANO CCS-PGANO T-SLOP T-SLAP T-KLOP T-KLAP

S927WWS S927WCS S927SWS S927SCS NMBL-1FC
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List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

Medium Height w/
Seating & Consoles

Medium Height w/
Media Wall

$18,288

$8,961.12

$20,287

$9,940.63

GA70MCOUHPNO GA70MMCUNO
High Height w/ 

Seating & Consoles
High Height w/ 

Media Wall

$20,279

$9,985.71

$22,291

$10,922.60

GA70HCOUHPNO GA70HMCUNO

Create a room within a room to encourage 
collaboration with visual privacy provided by 
mesh screens. 

Choose from a broad range of surface, seating, 
and power options. Available in two heights.

Clubhouse™

Sophisticated design with refined aesthetics and 
functional details like an optional arm sleeve. 

Available in a broad range of upholsteries and 
finishes. Offering includes club and club plus 
chairs, sofa, and tables.

Club Chair Club Plus 
Chair

Three-Seat
Sofa

$2,928

$1,434.72

$3,088

$1,513.12

$4,909

$2,405.41

Parallel®

Swivel base allows users to choose how they 
want to work. Turn towards each other for 
collaboration, or turn away and enjoy the privacy 
provided by the large upper shell. 

Available in a variety of upholsteries and finishes 
with the option to specify different fabrics for the 
seat and shell.

Reflect™

Linger features a swivel base, self-center 
mechanism, and a back designed for leaning and 
perching on. 

Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes, 
with the option to specify different fabrics for the 
seat and sides.

Linger™

Se
at

in
g

Se
at
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g

Linger Chair

$2,197

$1,076.53

Reflect Chair

$5,065

$2,481.85

GAWRP

CLCNO CLCPNO CLSNO S924BT

List Price:

Contract Price:
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List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

Mind-Share benches and screens can easily 
create micro-environments such as booths, 
banquettes, and mini-rooms to fit your needs.

Choose from various screen heights and lengths. 
Available in a range of upholsteries.

Mind-Share®

Rise provides a unique and comfortable 
gathering area inspired by stadium seating.

Choose from two- or three-tier units, straight or 
corner, optional metal tray, and power option. 
Available in a range of upholsteries, with the 
option to specify different fabrics for the fronts 
and sides.

2-Tier
Unit

3-Tier
Unit

Inside Corner
Unit

Outside Corner
Unit

$2,458

$1,204.42

$2,710

$1,327.90

$3,275

$1,604.75

$3,275

$1,604.75

Rise™

Lightweight and easy to move, Scooch fits in 
anywhere. Pairs well with Hedge™ for a seat with a 
backrest. 

Available in a range of upholsteries, with the 
option to specify different fabrics for the seat and 
sides.

Scooch™

Hedge provides useful space division with 
a worksurface that invites impromptu 
conversations. Pairs well with Scooch™ to provide 
seating with a backrest. 

Choose from multiple widths and with or without 
base. Available in a range of upholsteries and 
finishes.

Hedge™

52" Bench w/ Bolster 
& Screen

52" Bench w/ Bolster 52" Bench

$3,762

$1,843.38

$3,136

$1,536.64

$1,756

$860.44

Scooch

$754

$369.46

Se
at
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g

Se
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Hedge w/ Base

$5,659

$2,772.91

S925B52F52 S925B52BOL S925B52 S923

S922S2T S922S3T S922S2TIC S922S2TOC S921B2CL
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The Hi and Lo Settees of the Park Collection 
provide the right amount of comfort and privacy 
while also promoting productivity. Park ensures 
there is a comfortable place to meet, wait, or 
work.

Park
Picnic seating is inclusive and comfortable while 
also being lightweight. Minimalism is look and 
feel ensures it can fit in any work environment.

Picnic

Se
at

in
g

Se
at

in
g
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List Price:

Contract Price:

Lo Solo

$2,000

$980

NALS
Hi Settee

$4,300

$2,107

NAHD

List Price:

Contract Price:

Bench

$1,000

$490

ACPICBU
Summit Stool

$650

$318.50

ACPERU



List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

List Price:

Contract Price:

Conceived as a set of uniquely adaptable 
components, Recharge can be easily arranged 
into a diverse array of solo, team, and common 
applications, complemented by thoughtfully 
designed details to promote worker choice, 
autonomy, and collaboration.

Recharge™

Increased individual and group activities carried 
out in modern, shared spaces require a certain 
degree of flexibility, privacy, and functionality. The 
Townhall™ Collection, with products like Peak, 
creates sought-after, active enclaves that support 
multiple work modes and the changing postures 
necessary for individual or team work. Peak is 
a collection of mobile and modular furniture – 
comprised of a chaise, chair, ottoman, and tables 
– that effortlessly creates agile work areas.

Double Single Ottoman

$3,000

$1,470

$2,000

$980

$1,300

$637

Peak™

Increased individual and group activities carried 
out in modern, shared spaces require a certain 
degree of flexibility, privacy, and functionality. The 
Townhall™ Collection, with products like Wedge, 
create sought-after, active enclaves that support 
multiple work modes and the changing postures 
necessary for individual or team work. Wedge is a 
multi-purpose, soft-seating solution that provides 
privacy and signals occupancy for individuals 
seeking solitude in shared spaces.

Wedge™

Increased individual and group activities carried 
out in modern, shared spaces require a certain 
degree of flexibility, privacy, and functionality. 
The Townhall™ Collection, with products like 
Rock, create sought-after, active enclaves that 
support multiple work modes and the changing 
postures necessary for individual or team work. 
Celebrating fidget behavior, Rock’s unique shape 
supports an upright posture preferred for work 
with a rocking base that encourages action and 
motion.

Rock™

Double Seat Bench Double Seat Bench 
w/ left-handed 

bolster

Round Pouf

$2,650

$1,298.50

$2,550

$1,249.50

$515

$252.35

Wedge

$2,200

$1,078

Se
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g
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$1,700

$833

MLM4 MLM9 MLM20 ACWEDS

ACVISDLS/RS ACVISSLS/RS ACVISOTS ACEGUS
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Double Seat Bench

$3,950

$1,935.50

MLM8
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Private Office
Stride®

Involve®

Approach™

Cadence®



Approach provides a portfolio of modular options 
that inspires you to rethink how the private 
office can be designed to address today’s needs, 
change over time, and even serve more than one 
purpose. 

Sit-to-stand worksurfaces enable users to vary 
their posture throughout the day, with the height-
adjustable legs concealed within a shroud or 
pedestal storage.

Approach offers a to-the-floor base or a lighter-
scale footed design. Choose from a variety of 
solid and woodgrain laminate colors, numerous 
fabrics for tackboards and pedestal seat cushions, 
and multiple storage pull styles. Approach offers a 
mix of materials to support your design vision.

Approach™

Stride is a comprehensive collection of surfaces, 
storage, and traditional and light-scale space 
division that creates productive and inspiring 
workspaces that support different tasks and 
worker generations.

A flexible kit-of-parts works together throughout 
the entire office to respond to changing needs, 
from traditional panel-based workstations 
to high-performance private offices with 
complementary storage and desking options.  

Stride offers great design for a variety of workers, 
and for changing business needs. In addition to 
desking, Stride also offers panels, benching, and 
storage.

Stride®

Involve's modular design brings everything 
together to accommodate all the different ways 
work gets done, from private office to open 
plan and beyond. It incorporates soft seating to 
encourage spontaneous interaction, laminate 
storage options that support active work, and 
worksurfaces and screens that define space and 
create varied separation. 

Beautiful, durable laminate storage options 
define private office space, whether you prefer 
a traditional style or a more progressive look. 
Choose from a variety of worksurface sizes 
and shapes, as well as table legs, stanchions, 
and supports to help you design solutions 
that accommodate a range of workstyles and 
aesthetics. 

Involve®

Cadence offers freestanding desks, credenzas, 
and storage for unlimited versatility in a private 
office setting. Its modular flexibility lets you 
personalize any environment and accommodate 
a range of needs with a variety of worksurface 
shapes, multiple worksurface edges, and a 
complete paint finish and laminate offering. Plus, 
it's compatible with Concensys, Allsteel storage 
solutions, and Extensions work tools.

Durable, long-lasting, heavy-gauge steel 
construction and metal-to-metal connection 
points make installation and reconfiguration 
reliable and easy.

Cadence®

List Price:

Contract Price:

$17,285

$5,271.93
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List Price:

Contract Price:

$11,982

$3,654.51

List Price:

Contract Price:

$14,646

$4,467.03

List Price:

Contract Price:

$10,410

$3,175.05

26 Private Office 27 Private Office
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Workstations
Stride®

Further™

Terrace®

Optimize™

Concensys®



Adapt quickly and easily to workplace changes 
with Further’s intuitive kit-of-parts of. Its unique 
hub provides power and data support and can 
be beam-connected or freestanding. Create and 
combine linear or organic configurations using 
trapezoid and rectangle worksurface shapes.

Choose from a range of storage options, 
worksurface sizes and shapes, screen types and 
materials, storage, and other various design 
options. Available in a variety of paint colors 
and screen materials, including glass and user-
movable fabric screens.

Integrated height-adjustable workstations 
available with Further Adaptive.

Further™

List Price:

Contract Price:

$32,269

$1,592.86

Stride is well-suited for a flexible, collaborative 
environment. It fosters collaboration by 
eliminating barriers to teamwork, supports users 
who spend the majority of their day away from 
their workspace, and can be scaled to meet the 
needs of a variety of workers.

Stride features unique storage, a range of 
separation options, and exceptionally easy access 
to power. It blends cohesively with the full Stride 
offering to create a beautiful, functional space. 
In addition to benching, Stride also offers panels, 
desking, and storage.

Integrated height-adjustable workstations 
available with Stride Sit-to-Stand.

Stride® Benching

List Price:

Contract Price:

$49,705

$2,285.62
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Stride is a comprehensive collection of surfaces, 
storage, and traditional and light-scale space 
division that creates productive and inspiring 
workspaces that support different tasks and 
worker generations.

A flexible kit-of-parts works together throughout 
the entire office to respond to changing needs, 
from traditional panel-based workstations 
to high-performance private offices with 
complementary storage and desking options.  

Stride offers great design for a variety of workers, 
and for changing business needs. In addition to 
panels, Stride also offers desking, benching, and 
storage.

Stride®

From open, light-scale collaborative worksettings 
with lower panels to more private spaces with 
higher panels, Terrace delivers. Power and data 
are located at worksurface height, so it’s easy to 
plug in and connect.

Choose from a range of storage, worksurface 
sizes and shapes, panel heights and widths, tiles, 
and various design options, including footed 
panels. Integrates with Involve® storage and soft 
seating, Aware® tables, and more to create a 
cohesive floorplan. Available in a variety of paint 
colors and panel materials, including frameless 
glass.

Terrace®

Outfit faculty offices, create teaming areas, replace 
a reception desk, or add new administrative 
spaces with Optimize. Panels feature a welded 
steel frame for long-lasting durability, while 
design options provide for an updated aesthetic.

Choose from a broad range of storage options, 
worksurface sizes and shapes, framed or 
frameless panel glass, and various design 
options. Coordinates with other products, such as 
Essentials™ storage, Cadence® desking, and more 
for applications throughout the office. Available 
in a variety of paint colors and panel materials, 
including frameless glass.

Optimize™

The Concensys panel system unifies the 
essential elements of systems furniture in one 
high-value, best-in-class package. It delivers 
exceptional quality at an attractive price and will 
retain its structural integrity through multiple 
reconfigurations and extended use. 

Concensys features thin-profile panels, multiple 
options for fabrics and finishes, and thoughtful, 
functional details. With all-metal construction, 
ease of specification and installation, and quick-
ship delivery options, Concensys offers the best 
price-to-performance ratio of any comparable 
system in its class.

Concensys®

List Price:

Contract Price:

$55,267

$16,856.44
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List Price:

Contract Price:

$24,873

$1,896.14

List Price:

Contract Price:

$27,481

$2,431.63

List Price:

Contract Price:

$26,639

$1,820.93

per station per station

per station per station
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Storage
Essentials™

Align™

Park

Radii™
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Align storage makes a strong aesthetic statement while offering you great design flexibility. Behind the 
beauty you'll find storage products designed to handle the everyday demands of the productive office 
with double-wall drawer fronts, heavy-duty, European door hinges, and the extra durability of all-metal 
construction. 

Choose from a wide selection of credenzas, pedestals, lockers, and personal towers. Then dress up 
drawer or door fronts with a range of material choices. Available in a wide range of paint colors and 
finish options.

Align™

Essentials is a complete offering of full-steel practical filing and storage solutions. It integrates 
seamlessly with panel systems and complements a range of interior designs.

Essentials storage offers convenience, capacity, and durability with features like ball-bearing drawer 
suspension, full-steel construction, and choices in pull styles and paint colors.

Choose from laterals, pedestals, personal files, bookcases, overheads, and personal towers that meet 
almost any need. Available in a range of paint colors.

Essentials™

Mobile 
Pedestal

Three Drawer
Lateral File

Personal
Tower

List Price:

Contract Price:

$687

$209.54

$1,370

$493.20

$2,296

$700.28

PM119-232I ELF336NB ET42424RFFA
Mobile

Pedestal
Low Metal
Credenza

Single 
Locker

Double
Locker

List Price:

Contract Price:

$681

$245.16

$2,561

$781.11

$1,515

$462.08

$1,461

$445.61

YPPM211524BFMA YPCTF224824LBFOMH YPWTBS501218LH YPDWBS571218LMH
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Radii is a unique offering of metal storage pedestals and undermounts, plus work
tools designed to accommodate personal items alongside office items.

As the shift towards digital documentation becomes more prevalent, the
space that’s freed up inside storage units is occupied with workers’ personal
belongings. Radii addresses the need to stow, rather than store, in a compact,
space-efficient design that allows people to stay productive and connected to
their work.

Radii™

Flush Undermount 
Door

List Price:

Contract Price:

$450

$162

AUFH15N

39 Storage

Park Planters by Norm Architects provide storage and greenery in the workspace. The non-traditional 
space division provides open aesthetic while promoting wellness at work. 

Park

High Planter

List Price:

Contract Price:

$800

$392

HAHP
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Tables & 
Conferencing
Altitude®

Aware®

Merge®

All-Around™

Vicinity™

Harvest™

Recharge™

Community

Parallel™

Belong®

Transfer™

View™

Sketch™ 

Picnic™ 

Park™ 

 



48" x 24" T-Leg
Basic Control

$1,917

$584.69
add $37.52

ATBT3S24
AF5RS4824

48" x 24" C-Leg 
Basic Control

$2,610

$795.05
add $44.53

ATBC2S
AF5RS4824

ABD26FU
ALM36RND

36" Café
Table

$1,381

$497.16

ABPFG x2
ALM3048RE

30" x 48" Multi-
Purpose Table

$1,177

$423.72

Altitude height-adjustable tables raise and 
lower as the push of a button, so you can easily 
adjust your worksurface and change postures 
throughout the workday. Memory control option 
allows users to save multiple heights for quick 
adjustment.

Choose from standard or memory controls, C- or 
T-leg, and multiple worksurface sizes and shapes.

Base
Top:

ABT34FG + ABAR58*
ALM4884RE ALM4272PR

Base:
Top:

24" x 72" Mobile 
Nesting T-Leg Table

Altitude®

Light-scale and durable tables with a wide 
offering of design options. Choose from a range 
of legs, edges, sizes, finishes, optional modesty 
panel, ganging brackets, power options, and 
casters or glides. Available in fixed, folding, and 
flip-top. 

Offering includes tables, recycle and storage 
credenzas, mobile and wall-mounted marker 
boards, lectern, and mobile tack boards.

24" x 72" Fixed 
V-Leg Table

Recycle 
Credenza

Mobile
Lectern

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,241

$378.51

$1,528

$466.04

$5,543

$1,690.62

$3,212

$979.66

Aware®

A broad family of tables with a wide array of 
features and uses. 

Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, heights, 
legs, bases, edges, optional ganging brackets, 
power options, and casters or glides. Available in 
a range of finishes.

Offering includes multi-purpose, conference, and 
café tables.

Merge®

The surprisingly simple design of the All-Around 
table collection quickly connects people and 
technology for effective and efficient idea-sharing. 
Available in three distinct heights, providing 
versatility for a variety of different locations. Easily 
pairs with View™ media unit. 

Choose from a range of shapes, sizes, heights, 
and finishes.

48" Round
Table

48" Soft Square 
Table

30" x 60" Boat
Table

54" x 60" Powered 
View™ Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,522

$745.78

$1,570

$769.30

$1,924

$942.76

$2,550

$1,249.50

All-Around™

48" x 84" Conference 
Table

42" x 72" Power Bay™ 
Conference Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$2,128

$766.08

$3,240

$1,166.40
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List Price:

Contract Price:
Memory Control:

AW4WC5720 AW4LECTAW2VMPC
AW3LF2472V

AW2TS24N72C
AW3LF2472T

Base:
Top:

S914N29M
S914LFR48N

S914N29M
S914LFQ48N

S914N29D20
S914LFB3060N

S914G29L + S914CWL*
S914LFM6054PS

Base:
Top:

* Stretcher Bar

* Counterweight
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S941PL4
S941LF60RNDT

60" Round
Table

60" Square
Table

48" x 96" Rectangle
Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,958

$959.42

$1,934

$947.42

$2,171

$1,063.79

Base:
Top:

S941PL4
S941LF60SQRT

S941PL4
S941LF4896T

Base:
Top:

S933DB29S
S933LF36RND

S933DB36S
S933LF36RND

S933DB29S
S933LF36SQR

List Price:

Contract Price:

Multi-functional tables with a clean, refined 
aesthetic. Premium details, such the plyband 
edge, help create a signature look everyone will 
notice.

Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, and 
heights. Available in a range of finishes.

Offering includes tables, stacking chairs, and two 
stool heights.

Vicinity™

Inspired by gathering spaces where people talk 
and share, like the dining room table or coffee 
area in the workplace, Harvest is a table offered in 
a variety of sizes with power and data capability. 

Choose from classic, rustic, and metal options in 
standing or seated heights. Available in a range 
of finishes.

42" x 72" Seated 
Height Classic Table

42" x 72" Standing 
Height Classic Table

42" x 72" Standing 
Height Metal Table

42" x 72" Standing 
Height Rustic Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$4,739

$2,322.11

$4,989

$2,444.61

$4,246

$2,080.54

$4,840

$2,371.60

Harvest™

Stylish, seated-height tables offering a clean, 
refined look along with a variety of material 
offerings to fit any company culture. Power 
options available.

Choose from a range of shapes, sizes, and 
finishes.

Gather™ Community

Parallel side and coffee tables adapt to a variety 
of spaces. From reception areas to collaborative 
spaces, Parallel accommodates different functions 
while maintaining a consistent aesthetic. 

Choose from side or coffee table. Offering 
includes club and club plus chairs and sofa.

22" x 22" Side 
Table

52" x 22" Coffee
Table

$1,125

$551.25

$1,472

$721.28

Parallel™
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36" Seated Height
Round Table

36" Seated Height 
Square Table

36" Café Height
Round Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,066

$522.34

$1,019

$499.31

$1,125

$551.25

CLSTL CLCTLBase:
Top:

S913LPB4229
S913LTS4272

S913LPB4242
S913LTS4272 S943LTST4272NP S942LTST4272
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Mobile
Marker Board

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,756

$860.44

S929P

Spun-aluminum occasional tables offer support 
for small-group meeting areas and collaborative 
spaces. The hourglass sculpted shape provides 
ample legroom for users to get close and use as 
a work table. 

Choose from side or coffee table. Available in a 
range of finishes with multiple top options.

Belong®

Transfer tables are lightweight and easy to move. 
The unique, slender base design allows you to 
pull the table close while leaving room to tuck 
your feet comfortably underneath.

Choose from oval or trapezoid shapes in a range 
of finishes.

Oval
Table

Trapezoid
Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$870

$426.30

$901

$441.49

Transfer™

View is a double-sided storage credenza with 
space for a TV or monitor (up to 42") on one side 
and a marker board on the other. 

Storage includes a slide-open top for quick 
access to power and data. Pairs well with All-
Around™ tables.

View™

Sketch is a mobile marker board, supporting 
easy movement from space to space. Use it as a 
marker board, a magnetic board, or attach the 
removable hooks to hang a flipchart to capture 
notes on paper. An optional magnetic tray holds 
markers and erasers for easy access.

Available in a range of finishes.

Sketch™

Laminate
Credenza

Laminate Media 
Credenza

Veneer Media 
Credenza

List Price:

Contract Price:

$3,729

$1,827.21

$5,416

$2,653.84

$7,468

$3,659.32
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Side
Table

Coffee
Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,160

$568.40

$1,201

$588.49

S912B2116 S912B1632 S91OC48L S910MT48L S910MT48W

S911TSRL S911TSTL

S912T16G S912T32L
Base:
Top:
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High Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,500

$735

ACPICT

Park introduces new ways to create active work 
zones in sought-after, open collaborative areas 
through varied heights and table levels.

Park

Companies are shifting away from more 
traditional panel walls in search of options lighter 
in scale that don’t sacrifice the benefits of private 
workstations. The result is a more collaborative 
and agile work environment that responds to the 
changing needs of business.

24" x 60" Flat Edge 
Table

Screen

List Price:

Contract Price:

$3,822

$1,165.71

$1,313

$400.47

A8

Recharge can be easily arranged into a diverse 
array of solo, team, and common applications, 
complemented by thoughtfully designed details 
to promote worker choice, autonomy, and 
collaboration. 

Reconfigurability allows one application to 
transform into another as the needs of an 
organization change.

Recharge

Picnic standing-height tableturns underutilized, 
out-of-the-way spaces into agile touchdown 
areas for personal or team work. The lightweight 
design allows Picnic to be located throughout the 
space wherever work is happening.

Picnic

Connector Table Laptop Table

List Price:

Contract Price:

$2,050

$1,004.50

$570

$279.30
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Hi Lo Casual Table Easel

List Price:

Contract Price:

$1,500

$735

$1,500

$735

MLM16 MLM18

FDTA6024FE FDSCU60K

NALC NAESL
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Accessories
Link™

Wand™

Monitor Arms

Keyboard Supports

Organization Tools



Cobra

$485

$218.25

AKMX
AKM1

$354

$159.30

AKM1

Wand LED adjustable task lighting offers a 
clean, simple design along with powerful LED 
technology to illuminate the workspace. The 
swivel base and arm tilt allow you to position the 
light just where you need it, while the LED light 
offers energy efficiency and long life. The slim, 
sleek design makes it easy to integrate into any 
workplace.

Available in white or silver finish.

Wand™

Link LED lighting is the fusion of high style, high 
performance, and sustainable design. The playful 
lamp head offers 180° movement for natural and 
precise adjustments. High-power LEDs deliver a 
bright light output while staying cool.

Choose from single- or dual-arm and 
freestanding or clamp base. Rail clamp option 
details on page 45.

Single-Arm
Light

Dual-Arm
Light

List Price:

Contract Price:

$497

$151.59

$528

$161.04

Link™

The ZW8 Series monitor arms provide versatile 
adjustability with a refined design. The arms 
offer multiple points of adjustment, including 
360° swivel at two points, with the flexibility to 
customize the depth, height, tilt, and lateral 
placement of the monitor.

Choose from single- or dual-monitor arms, heavy 
duty arms, adjustable laptop tray, and clamp or 
rail mount base.

ZW8 Series Monitor Arms

All of our keyboard supports include an 
articulating arm and keyboard platform that 
easily adjust to coordinate properly with your 
chair, your workstation, and your body. Our 
slimmer profile designs don't interfere with 
needed leg space under the workstation.

Choose from four model options.

AKM3 AKM5

List Price:

Contract Price:

$538

$242.10

$618

$278.10

Keyboard Supports

Laptop Tray Single-Monitor 
Arm

Heavy Duty 
Single-Monitor Arm

Dual-Monitor
Arm

List Price:

Contract Price:

$271

$121.95

$424

$190.80

$645

$290.25

$727

$327.15
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Silver Finish
Light

List Price:

Contract Price:

$318

$96.99

WANDFS ZW8LT ZW810S ZW810H ZW820D

LNKSA LNKDA AKM3 AKM5
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Extensions accessories include organizational 
tools, including paper management solutions, to 
remove clutter form the worksurface and help 
keep individuals organized. It’s easy to manage 
clutter with bins, caddies, shelves, and holders 
that can be rearranged as needs change. 

Choose from freestanding or options that hang 
from the tool tile or rail.

Organizational Tools

Mail Box Folder Holder Phone Caddy Binder Bin

List Price:

Contract Price:

$83

$25.32

$85

$25.93

$104

$31.72

$83

$25.32

Tool Box Clip Caddy™ Sidebar™ 
Personal Shelf

Paper Wave™

List Price:

Contract Price:

$67

$20.44

$59

$18

$85

$25.93

$118

$35.99

Gripper Clip (2 ct.) Link™ Light w/ 
Rail Clamp

List Price:

Contract Price:

$85

$25.93

$80

$24.40 

Tool Options

Tool Tile and Rail
Tool tile and rail options provide sturdy aluminum 
extrusions with steel support construction and 
durable powder-coat finish. Tool tile works with 
all Allsteel systems except Concensys® and 
Optimize™, which offer an integrated tool rail.

Available in a variety of colors to complement the 
workstation.

EAPT EAFS EATS EABS

EADH EAAC EAPS EASS

EAPC LNKCL
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About OMNIA Partners

OMNIA Partners is the largest and most trusted purchasing organization for public sector 
procurement. The nation’s two leading cooperative purchasing organizations – National IPA and 
U.S. Communities – have been brought together under one roof to form OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector. The collective buying power of these unified cooperatives delivers superior value and 
savings for public agencies nationwide. 
 
OMNIA's team of certified public procurement professionals and cooperative purchasing experts 
is committed to bringing value to you and your agency. They act as your advocates to enhance 
your procurement strategy and drive efficiency, effectiveness and real savings within your agency 
or organization.

OMNIA Partners, Public Sector is the most experienced cooperative purchasing organization 
for state and local government, K-12 education, colleges and universities. Use of cooperative 
contracts reduces the cost of goods and services by aggregating the purchasing power of public 
agencies nationwide. Participants have access to the largest portfolio of competitively solicited 
and publicly awarded contracts with best-in-class national suppliers.

All contracts are awarded by a government entity utilizing industry best practices, processes 
and procedures. Our lead agencies ensure maximum value and absolute security with complete 
transparency of process. We adhere to the highest standards of procurement so you can feel 
secure knowing that you are in full compliance with industry regulations.  
 
OMNIA proudly offers two competitively solicited and publicly awarded cooperative contracts 
with Allsteel:

Region 4 Education Service Center (Contract: R142201) – Furniture and Installation
County of Dupage (Contract: P15-150-DT) – Office Furniture and Filing Systems

There are no fees, minimums or obligations to participate!

To register or for more information, please visit www.omniapartners.com/publicsector.


